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How capacity has depressed ratesThe
knowledge
Corporate risks
the BIG 
story

2006Rates have stayed stubbornly low 
in corporate lines despite a spate 

of natural catastrophes and volatile 
financial markets. Insurers’ underly-
ing balance sheet strength is a big 
factor driving their appetites.

Shore Capital analyst Eamonn Fla-
nagan says: “Insurers are not being 
given enough credit for squaring up 
their balance sheets after the early 
1990s wobble. There was a divestment 
out of equity into bonds when insurers 
found themselves too exposed. There 
is resilience in balance sheets after a 
squirrelling away of money.”

Miller corporate specialist Trevor 
Young says: “Pure UK capacity is still 
significant. If you add all the growth 
targets and look at the whole corpo-
rate market, someone is going to be 
unhappy. It doesn’t add up.”

Rates have rolled down for at 
least seven years, despite short-term 
spikes after such events as 9/11.

Opportunistic new but short-term 
capacity is a problem, says Miller 
head of corporate Ken MacDonald. 
“After an event like 9/11, new capac-
ity can put on 20%. But, as soon as 
prices taper off, they walk away. 
Existing markets suffer.”

He adds: “Anyone can walk along 
a risk and get a reduction. We like to 
focus on challenging risks where we 
can differentiate with our skills.”

RSA this year took the unusual 
step of withdrawing capacity “where 
we are unable to meet our target 
returns”, reporting a 13% decline in 
mid-market GWP to £228m in the 
first half. It even drove up rates in 
some commercial lines, with liability 
up 4%, property up 6% and motor 
up 13%.

Of RSA chief executive Andy 
Haste’s decision to quit, Flanagan 
says: “He’s more of a doctor; not 
necessarily the right person to do a 
caretaking role.”
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ACE Launched a 
product last spring 
under director of 
corporate risks Pat 
Drinan targeted 
professional, retail, 
hotel groups and 
machinery 
manufacturers. 

Aspen Managing 
director Kevin Pallet 
(formerly of Fusion) is 
developing the 
managing general 
agent model in 
regional markets 
through Aspen Risk 
Management offices 
in Birmingham, Bristol 
and Glasgow. 

9/11 New York terrorist 
attacks: £62bn, of which 
£13bn is property and 
business interruption

Credit crunch: 
FTSE down 

30% in worst 
ever annual 

performance

7/7 London 
attacks: cover  

by Pool Re

English 
summer 

floods: £3bn

New Zealand 
earthquake:  

£9bn

€78bn (£70bn)
bailout of 
Portugal, 

market volatility

Euro debt crisis: 
€85bn (£75bn) 
bailout of Irish 

Republic; Greek 
debt downgraded 

to junk status

DOWNWARD PRESSURE 
ON RATES

QBE Insurer is 
building presence in 
regional markets, 
promoting Judy Holt 
to head of UK broker 
development. 

RSA Outgoing chief 
Andy Haste has 
reconstructed the 
balance sheet since 
his appointment in 
2003 by selling the 
capital-intensive life 
business, exiting the 
USA, de-risking the 
balance sheet and 
divesting the 
Australian business. 

Zurich Head of 
corporate Steve  
Green has led Zurich’s 
move to revise 
commercial policies, 
including professional 
and business  
lines, wholesale, 
manufacturing  
and technology. 

Aviva Aims to target 
clients with 
£100m-plus revenue, 
typically FTSE 350 
companies, and 
annual premiums of 
£100,000. Senior team 
includes David Hall 
and Dipak Warren. 

AXA Head of mid-
corporate Martin Eyres 
is said to be intending 
to double the size of 
the company’s 
corporate book. 

Catlin Targeting 
expansion beyond 
traditional London 
markets business with 
a bigger UK regional 
footprint to grab retail 
commercial premium. 

Liberty Chief 
executive Sean Rocks 
is expanding regional 
reach to underwrite 
mid-size risks. 
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The recession 
revealed that UK life 
insurance companies’ 
equity portfolios were 
too risky. A period of 
divestment began  
out of equity and into 
bonds, including 
corporate bonds and 
commercial property. 
General insurance 
went through a similar 
process. By the time 
the liquidity crunch  
hit in 2007, insurers’ 
balance sheets were 
in good shape. They 
have remained well 
capitalised and 
attractive to investors, 
fuelling huge market 
capacity.
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UPWARD PRESSURE ON RATES

£28.3bn

Japan 
earthquake 

and 
tsunami: 
£18.8bn
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ExPERT vIEW  

shArpenInG the focus 
on MId-corporAte rIsks

For mid-corporate companies (those 
with a turnover of £5m-£300m) 
insurance propositions require a high 
degree of relevance and agility. 

Key issues such as corporate 
governance, legislation and 
regulation, legal disputes, fraudulent 
activity and an increasingly prevalent 
compensation culture all mean these 
clients are frequently exposed to risk. 

Companies that do not understand 
the potential impact of risks are 
exposed to operational failure, criminal 
charges and civil litigation. 

Reducing risks through tailored insurance and risk 
management products should be high on the agenda for 
any organisation if it is to survive and prosper. 

Broad view of risk
Mid-corporate organisations benefit particularly from taking 
a broad view of all their risks, not just the insurable ones. 
However, many organisations have no automatic point of 
reference on risk issues.

Brokers are uniquely positioned to perform that task 
for their new and existing customers but may not know 
what’s important to mid-corporate clients with diverse 
requirements. That’s where Zurich can help. We place great 
emphasis on insight. 

Zurich’s Corporate Focus campaign has brought 
industry-specific insight and insurance products to the 
technology, manufacturing, wholesale, and professional 

and business services 
industries.

We analyse existing 
and emerging risks, 
together with claims 
frequency. Then, with 
our corporate market 
expertise and access 
to Zurich specialists in 
product recall, supply 

chain and risk engineering – together with our expert 
third-party providers, including loss adjusters, lawyers, 
environmental risk consultants and valuers – we are able to 
provide tailored risk solutions for mid–corporate clients. 

Mid-corporate companies can use our key risk 
information and the propositions we launch to help them 
reduce their risks. 

Tailored and cost-effective
Through Corporate Focus, we can help these clients 
manage their whole risk programme, with solutions that 
meet their needs but remain cost-effective.  

More industries will be added to the Corporate 
Focus proposition in 2012, including sports, leisure and 
entertainment, and food and beverage.

Find out more about Corporate 
Focus on Zurich’s website,  
www.zurich.co.uk/valueofinsight – 
helping you to get a total view of 
risk and to address it with the  
right solutions. 

DAvE CAREy
HEAD Of 
CORPORATE, 
ZURICH 
INSURANCE

the corporate 
focus campaign 
has brought 
industry-specific 
insight and products 
to industries 

Australia 
floods:  
£3.1bn


